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Assessment of Mathematics
Grade 9  Applied Program
Specific Open-Response Scoring Guide

Orange-Gi

Code Descriptor

B Blank: nothing written or drawn in response to the question

I
- Illegible: cannot be read; completely crossed out/erased; not written in English;
- Irrelevant content: does not attempt assigned question (e.g., comment on the task, drawings, “?”, “!”, “I 
don’t know”);
- Off topic: no relationship of written work to the question.

10

Problem-solving process involving unit rates to determine how much Georgina saves if she buys 24 
oranges at Store B shows limited effectiveness due to 

minimal evidence of a solution process. 
limited identification of important elements of the problem. 
too much emphasis on unimportant elements of the problem. 
no conclusions presented or conclusion presented without supporting evidence;

20

Problem-solving process involving unit rates to determine how much Georgina saves if she buys 24 
oranges at Store B shows some effectiveness due to 

an incomplete solution process. 
identification of some of the important elements of the problem. 
some understanding of the relationships between important elements of the problem. 
simple conclusions with little supporting evidence;

30

Problem-solving process involving unit rates to determine how much Georgina saves if she buys 24 
oranges at Store B shows considerable effectiveness due to 

a solution process that is nearly complete. 
identification of most of the important elements of the problem. 
a considerable understanding of the relationships between important elements of the problem. 
appropriate conclusions with supporting evidence;

40

Problem-solving process involving unit rates to determine how much Georgina saves if she buys 24 
oranges at Store B shows a high degree of effectiveness due to 

a complete solution process. 
identification of all important elements of the problem. 
a thorough understanding of the relationships between all of the important elements of the 
problem. 
appropriate conclusions with thorough and insightful supporting evidence;



Anchor - Code 10

Applied (Question 8)      Item: Orange-Gi

Annotation:
Response demonstrates a limited identification of important elements of the problem; cost of 24 oranges 
calculated incorrectly for one store, no calculations for cost at second store and no difference calculated. 



Anchor - Code 20

Applied (Question 8)      Item: Orange-Gi

Annotation:
Response demonstrates some understanding of the relationships between important elements of the problem; 
for one store correctly calculated cost per orange  and cost of 24 oranges (multiplication by 24), but cost for 
second store not calculated and no difference calculation. 



Anchor - Code 30

Applied (Question 8)      Item: Orange-Gi

Annotation:
Response demonstrates a considerable understanding of the relationship between important elements of the 
problem; cost per orange calculated with minor error(s) (oranges per dollar calculated), but cost of 24 oranges 
determined (multiplied by 24) and difference calculated. 



Anchor - Code 40

Applied (Question 8)      Item: Orange-Gi

Annotation:
Response demonstrates an identification of all important elements of the problem; cost per orange determined 
for each store ($0.54 and $0.53), cost for 24 oranges at each store and difference calculated correctly ($0.24). 



Assessment of Mathematics
Grade 9  Applied Program
Specific Open-Response Scoring Guide

Volumizer

Code Descriptor

B Blank: nothing written or drawn in response to the question

I
- Illegible: cannot be read; completely crossed out/erased; not written in English;
- Irrelevant content: does not attempt assigned question (e.g., comment on the task, drawings, “?”, “!”, “I 
don’t know”);
- Off topic: no relationship of written work to the question.

10

Application of knowledge and skills to substitute into the given formula and determine the volume of the 
figure shows limited effectiveness due to 

misunderstanding of concepts. 
incorrect selection or misuse of procedures;

20

Application of knowledge and skills to substitute into the given formula and determine the volume of the 
figure shows some effectiveness due to 

partial understanding of the concepts. 
errors and/or omissions in the application of the procedures;

30

Application of knowledge and skills to substitute into the given formula and determine the volume of the 
figure shows considerable effectiveness due to 

an understanding of most of the concepts. 
minor errors and/or omissions in the application of the procedures;

40

Application of knowledge and skills to substitute into the given formula and determine the volume of the 
figure shows a high degree of effectiveness due to 

a thorough understanding of the concepts. 
an accurate application of the procedures (any minor errors and/or omissions do not detract from 
the demonstration of a thorough understanding);



Anchor - Code 10

Applied (Question 9)      Item: Volumizer

Annotation:
Response demonstrates a misunderstanding of concepts; calculation does not involve the volume formula 
given (multiplies height and radius only) with no correct volumes for either part and no evidence of adding two 
parts. 



Anchor - Code 20

Applied (Question 9)      Item: Volumizer

Annotation:
Response demonstrates a partial understanding of the concepts; calculation involves only one part of the 
volume formula, but correctly determines volume of this part (cylinder correct). Other part of formula not used. 



Anchor - Code 30

Applied (Question 9)      Item: Volumizer

Annotation:
Response demonstrates a minor error in the application of the procedures; calculations use both parts of the 
volume formula with minor error when determining volume (3 cubed is not 9) but volume of one part calculated 
correctly in process (cylinder is 339). 



Anchor - Code 40

Applied (Question 9)      Item: Volumizer

Annotation:
Response demonstrates a thorough understanding of the concepts; calculations use both parts of the volume 
formula and volume determined correctly (394 rounding is acceptable). 



Assessment of Mathematics
Grade 9  Applied Program
Specific Open-Response Scoring Guide

Warming Up

Code Descriptor

B Blank: nothing written or drawn in response to the question

I
- Illegible: cannot be read; completely crossed out/erased; not written in English;
- Irrelevant content: does not attempt assigned question (e.g., comment on the task, drawings, “?”, “!”, “I 
don’t know”);
- Off topic: no relationship of written work to the question.

10

Application of knowledge and skills to complete the table for this relationship and graph the data shows 
limited effectiveness due to 

misunderstanding of concepts. 
incorrect selection or misuse of procedures;

20

Application of knowledge and skills to complete the table for this relationship and graph the data shows 
some effectiveness due to 

partial understanding of the concepts. 
errors and/or omissions in the application of the procedures;

30

Application of knowledge and skills to complete the table for this relationship and graph the data shows 
considerable effectiveness due to 

an understanding of most of the concepts. 
minor errors and/or omissions in the application of the procedures;

40

Application of knowledge and skills to complete the table for this relationship and graph the data shows a 
high degree of effectiveness due to 

a thorough understanding of the concepts. 
an accurate application of the procedures (any minor errors and/or omissions do not detract from 
the demonstration of a thorough understanding);



Anchor - Code 10

Applied (Question 21)      Item: Warming Up

Annotation:
Response demonstrates a misunderstanding of the concepts; shows no correct values in the table and error 
plotting point (first point incorrect), but accurate scale selected that accommodates the data. Note: Break in 
scale in first interval is not considered. 



Anchor - Code 20

Applied (Question 21)      Item: Warming Up

Annotation:
Response demonstrates errors in the application of the procedures; shows all incorrect values in table, but 
accurate scale that accommodates the data on the T-axis and all points plotted correctly on the graph. 



Anchor - Code 30

Applied (Question 21)      Item: Warming Up

Annotation:
Response demonstrates a minor error in the application of the procedures; shows all correct values in the 
table, all points plotted correctly, and accurate scale but scale does not accommodate the data on the T-axis 
(last point not plotted). Note: break in scale in first interval is not considered. 



Anchor - Code 40

Applied (Question 21)      Item: Warming Up

Annotation:
Response demonstrates a thorough understanding of the concepts; shows all correct values in the table, 
accurate scale that accommodates data on the T-axis and all points plotted correctly. Note: break in scale in 
first interval is not considered. Line not required. 



Assessment of Mathematics
Grade 9  Applied Program
Specific Open-Response Scoring Guide

Hot Air Balloons

Code Descriptor

B Blank: nothing written or drawn in response to the question

I
- Illegible: cannot be read; completely crossed out/erased; not written in English;
- Irrelevant content: does not attempt assigned question (e.g., comment on the task, drawings, “?”, “!”, “I 
don’t know”);
- Off topic: no relationship of written work to the question.

10

Application of knowledge and skills to determine the rate of change of the rise of the green and blue hot 
air balloons over time in metres per minute shows limited effectiveness due to 

misunderstanding of concepts. 
incorrect selection or misuse of procedures;

20

Application of knowledge and skills to determine the rate of change of the rise of the green and blue hot 
air balloons over time in metres per minute shows some effectiveness due to 

partial understanding of the concepts. 
errors and/or omissions in the application of the procedures;

30

Application of knowledge and skills to determine the rate of change of the rise of the green and blue hot 
air balloons over time in metres per minute shows considerable effectiveness due to 

an understanding of most of the concepts. 
minor errors and/or omissions in the application of the procedures;

40

Application of knowledge and skills to determine the rate of change of the rise of the green and blue hot 
air balloons over time in metres per minute shows a high degree of effectiveness due to 

a thorough understanding of the concepts. 
an accurate application of the procedures (any minor errors and/or omissions do not detract from 
the demonstration of a thorough understanding);



Anchor - Code 10

Applied (Question 22)      Item: Hot Air Balloons

Annotation:
Response demonstrates misuse of procedures; plots points for green balloon and no rate determined. 



Anchor - Code 20

Applied (Question 22)      Item: Hot Air Balloons

Annotation:
Response demonstrates a partial understanding of the concepts; incorrect rate determined (treated as direct 
variation) but rate is doubled to determine twice the rate. 



Anchor - Code 30

Applied (Question 22)      Item: Hot Air Balloons

Annotation:
Response demonstrates an understanding of most of the concepts; twice the rate determined by doubling 
heights for given times and rate determined for blue balloon with error(s) (counting squares). 



Anchor - Code 40

Applied (Question 22)      Item: Hot Air Balloons

Annotation:
Response demonstrates an accurate application of the procedures; twice the rate determined by correctly 
determining the rate of the green ballon then doubled to find rate of blue balloon. 



Assessment of Mathematics
Grade 9  Applied Program
Specific Open-Response Scoring Guide

Two Tutors

Code Descriptor

B Blank: nothing written or drawn in response to the question

I
- Illegible: cannot be read; completely crossed out/erased; not written in English;
- Irrelevant content: does not attempt assigned question (e.g., comment on the task, drawings, “?”, “!”, “I 
don’t know”);
- Off topic: no relationship of written work to the question.

10

Problem-solving process used to determine the point of intersection and interpret this point as the number 
of hours when the charges are the same shows limited effectiveness due to 

minimal evidence of a solution process. 
limited identification of important elements of the problem. 
too much emphasis on unimportant elements of the problem. 
no conclusions presented or conclusion presented without supporting evidence;

20

Problem-solving process used to determine the point of intersection and interpret this point as the number 
of hours when the charges are the same shows some effectiveness due to 

an incomplete solution process. 
identification of some of the important elements of the problem. 
some understanding of the relationships between important elements of the problem. 
simple conclusions with little supporting evidence;

30

Problem-solving process used to determine the point of intersection and interpret this point as the number 
of hours when the charges are the same shows considerable effectiveness due to 

a solution process that is nearly complete. 
identification of most of the important elements of the problem. 
a considerable understanding of the relationships between important elements of the problem. 
appropriate conclusions with supporting evidence;

40

Problem-solving process used to determine the point of intersection and interpret this point as the number 
of hours when the charges are the same shows a high degree of effectiveness due to 

a complete solution process. 
identification of all important elements of the problem. 
a thorough understanding of the relationships between all of the important elements of the 
problem. 
appropriate conclusions with thorough and insightful supporting evidence;



Anchor - Code 10

Applied (Question 23)      Item: Two Tutors

Annotation:
Response demonstrates a limited identification of important elements of the problem; appropriate tool selected 
(graph) and both initial value and rate are incorrect. No support for number of hours they worked determined (5 
is incorrect). 



Anchor - Code 20

Applied (Question 23)      Item: Two Tutors

Annotation:
Response demonstrates an identification of some of the important elements of the problem; appropriate tool 
selected (graph) with minor error as initial value is correct but rate is not correct and number of hours they 
worked not determined based on graph (4.5 is incorrect). 



Anchor - Code 30

Applied (Question 23)      Item: Two Tutors

Annotation:
Response demonstrates a considerable understanding of the relationships between important elements of the 
problem; appropriate tool selected (graph) with minor error as initial value is correct but rate is incorrect. 
 Number of hours they tutored determined correctly based on graph (6.5). 



Anchor - Code 40

Applied (Question 23)      Item: Two Tutors

Annotation:
Response demonstrates a thorough understanding of the relationships between important elements of the 
problem; appropriate tool selected (graph) and Tianna's charge graphed accurately (both initial value and rate 
are correct) and number of hours they tutored determined (4) and supported by graph. 



Assessment of Mathematics
Grade 9  Applied Program
Specific Open-Response Scoring Guide

Flat Shape

Code Descriptor

B Blank: nothing written or drawn in response to the question

I
- Illegible: cannot be read; completely crossed out/erased; not written in English;
- Irrelevant content: does not attempt assigned question (e.g., comment on the task, drawings, “?”, “!”, “I 
don’t know”);
- Off topic: no relationship of written work to the question.

10

Problem-solving process used to determine the area of the given composite shape shows limited 
effectiveness due to 

minimal evidence of a solution process. 
limited identification of important elements of the problem. 
too much emphasis on unimportant elements of the problem. 
no conclusions presented or conclusion presented without supporting evidence;

20

Problem-solving process used to determine the area of the given composite shape shows some 
effectiveness due to 

an incomplete solution process. 
identification of some of the important elements of the problem. 
some understanding of the relationships between important elements of the problem. 
simple conclusions with little supporting evidence;

30

Problem-solving process used to determine the area of the given composite shape shows considerable 
effectiveness due to 

a solution process that is nearly complete. 
identification of most of the important elements of the problem. 
a considerable understanding of the relationships between important elements of the problem. 
appropriate conclusions with supporting evidence;

40

Problem-solving process used to determine the area of the given composite shape shows a high degree 
of effectiveness due to 

a complete solution process. 
identification of all important elements of the problem. 
a thorough understanding of the relationships between all of the important elements of the 
problem. 
appropriate conclusions with thorough and insightful supporting evidence;



Anchor - Code 10

Applied (Question 30)      Item: Flat Shape

Annotation:
Response demonstrates minimal evidence of a solution process; evidence of area of triangle (rectangle but 
omits dividing by 2) and no evidence of correct formula used for semicircle as diameter divided by 2 only (no pi, 
squaring or formula). 



Anchor - Code 20

Applied (Question 30)      Item: Flat Shape

Annotation:
Response demonstrates identification of some of the important elements of the problem; areas calculated for 
both shapes with errors. Evidence of correct area formula used for triangle (multiplies length and width but 
omits dividing by 2) and evidence of a circle formula used for the semicircle (either circumference or area) but 
no evidence of correct area formula for semicircle (no squaring or formula). 



Anchor - Code 30

Applied (Question 30)      Item: Flat Shape

Annotation:
Response demonstrates a considerable understanding of the relationships between important elements of the 
problem; evidence of correct area formula used for both shapes (formulas) with error (8 doubled instead of 
squared) but total area determined. 



Anchor - Code 40

Applied (Question 30)      Item: Flat Shape

Annotation:
Response demonstrates identification of all important elements of the problem; evidence of correct area 
formula used for both shapes (e.g. formula, squaring) with accurate areas calculated for both and total area 
determined. 



Assessment of Mathematics
Grade 9  Applied Program
Specific Open-Response Scoring Guide

Sign Design

Code Descriptor

B Blank: nothing written or drawn in response to the question

I
- Illegible: cannot be read; completely crossed out/erased; not written in English;
- Irrelevant content: does not attempt assigned question (e.g., comment on the task, drawings, “?”, “!”, “I 
don’t know”);
- Off topic: no relationship of written work to the question.

10

Application of knowledge and skills to determine x and y with justification using geometric properties 
shows limited effectiveness due to 

misunderstanding of concepts. 
incorrect selection or misuse of procedures;

20

Application of knowledge and skills to determine x and y with justification using geometric properties 
shows some effectiveness due to 

partial understanding of the concepts. 
errors and/or omissions in the application of the procedures;

30

Application of knowledge and skills to determine x and y with justification using geometric properties 
shows considerable effectiveness due to 

an understanding of most of the concepts. 
minor errors and/or omissions in the application of the procedures;

40

Application of knowledge and skills to determine x and y with justification using geometric properties 
shows a high degree of effectiveness due to 

a thorough understanding of the concepts. 
an accurate application of the procedures (any minor errors and/or omissions do not detract from 
the demonstration of a thorough understanding);



Anchor - Code 10

Applied (Question 31)      Item: Sign Design

Annotation:
Response demonstrates a misunderstanding of the concepts; incorrect values of x and y with illogical 
justification for x and y. 



Anchor - Code 20

Applied (Question 31)      Item: Sign Design

Annotation:
Response demonstrates a partial understanding of the concepts; correct value of x with justification (sum of 
angles in quadrilateral) but value of y incorrect with illogical justification (40 degrees and y not in Z-pattern). 



Anchor - Code 30

Applied (Question 31)      Item: Sign Design

Annotation:
Response demonstrates an understanding of most of the concepts; correct value of x with justification (sum of 
angles in quadrilateral).  Value of y is incorrect as value of 40 degrees determined incorrectly, but justification 
includes sum of angles in triangle. 



Anchor - Code 40

Applied (Question 31)      Item: Sign Design

Annotation:
Response demonstrates a thorough understanding of the concepts; correct values of both x and y with 
justification for each (sum of angles in quadrilateral and parallel line theorem (reference to Z-pattern). 
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